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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method, according to the preamble of Claim 1, for classifying records. The
invention also relates to a corresponding mediator system and computer program product.
[0002] Methods of this kind are used, for example, for selecting rating for telephone network or other telecommunica-
tions network event data, transmitted over a telecommunications connection. In this case, the term telecommunications
connection refers, for example, to a traditional fixed call, mobile data communications (GSM, GPRS, SMS, MMS, WAP,
WLAN, 3G, etc.), and broadband data communications connections (IP, NGN, etc.).
[0003] In known methods, events, tickets, and, in general, records such as CDR, Call Detail Record; ER, Event Record;
and UDR, Usage Data Record; and IDPR, Internet Protocol Detail Record, and similar event records, which are formed
on the basis of, for example, telecommunications connection properties, are received. Records can be formed in response
to the technical properties of the telecommunications connections, such as duration, time, source or destination, but as
well as or instead of them the properties of the data transmitted over the telecommunications connections can also act
as the initiator. In these solutions, the records are selected to service classes according to a logical classification structure,
on the basis of such of their fields as have been set to be decisive. The service classes are specified on the basis of
conditions relating to properties of the telecommunications connections that can be read from the records.
[0004] In methods according to the state of the art, data structures, such as main-memory structures browsed using
sequential-access-type algorithms, and which are based on three linked lists, are used as the logical classification
structures. These linked lists are gone through until the service ID, the conditions linked to which correspond to the
values of the fields in the record, is found in some list. The identifying conditions of the services are recorded in the
linked lists, in the manner shown in Figure 2. In it, the service ID is recorded in the Services list, the name of the field in
the Fields list, and the reference operator and reference value in the Rules list. Thus, a classification structure is obtained.
In addition, information as to which service the field belongs to is recorded in each field, while information as to which
field the condition belongs is recorded in each condition. The services, fields, and conditions are thus connected to each
other.
[0005] Further, in the methods according to the state of the art, search algorithms like the following are used:

1. Read the first service from the ’Services’ list, according to Figure 2.

2. Read the first field relating to the service and the first condition relating to the field.

3. Compare the value of the field in the record with the first condition, and check if the condition is true. If it is not,
search the next condition relating to the field.

4. If all conditions relating to the field are untrue, read the next service from the ’Services’ list. If necessary, read
new services from the list over and over again.

5. If the condition relating to the field is true, read the next field relating to the service from the ’Fields’ list and start
examining the conditions relating to the field.

6. Once a service class is found, the conditions of every field of which are true, the service class corresponding to
the record has been found.

[0006] The solution according to the state of the art is easily internalized. In practice, no need has been found to
improve the solution, which has remained nearly unaltered for many years. The performance of the solution is sufficient,
if the number of services to be identified is at most a few hundred. At the same time, the lengths of the linked lists remain
short.
[0007] Drawbacks appear in the state of the art in situations in which the prices of calls and/or other goods are calculated
on the basis of values read from records. Once the number of services is increased to thousands, the solution’s per-
formance drops extremely rapidly and service identification forms a performance bottleneck. Nowadays, small systems
must be capable of handling a few thousand services requiring identification, so that the speed of the known solution is
insufficient.
[0008] A method for selecting rating is used, because before calculating a price defined by an individual record, it is
first necessary to identify and select the service class to which the call, or other telecommunications connection initiating
the creation of the record, belongs. In identification, the values of the record’s fields are compared with the values in the
logical structure of the set of parameters, which are recorded in the form of a conditional statement. If numerous services
and their conditional statements are defined in a set of parameters, much time will be taken up identifying them. This
will slow the selection of the rating, once the number of identifiable services classes rises to the thousand. This does
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not, however, limit the use of the invention to some specific number.
[0009] US-A-6 055 539 discloses classification by means of a decision-tree classifier.
[0010] The invention is intended to create a method, which can process large numbers of service classes more
efficiently. The method according to the invention can be applied not only to telecommunications connections, but also
to select rating for the provision of various contents and services. Further, the method according to the invention can
be applied in all kinds of mediation environments, including payment beforehand (prepaid), payment based on billing
(postpaid), and combinations of them (convergent mediation). In such environments, the number of service classes
becomes considerable, so that in practice solution models according to the state of the art cannot perform classification
within an acceptable time. On a wider scale, it is thus possible to use the solution according to the invention to classify,
from a large number, sets of even very different kinds of records that are convergent on the basis of specific properties,
and to perform desired/necessary operations, for instance, rating, on these sets. Further, the method, system, and
computer program product according to the invention are highly suitable to multi-corporation rating systems, which are
disclosed in greater detail in the same applicant’s previous patent application EP 1455291 A1.
[0011] The goal of the invention is achieved by the features in the characterizing portion of corresponding Claim 1
and the corresponding features in a computerised mediator system and a computer program product.
[0012] By means of the invention it is possible to reduce beforehand large numbers of service classes into specific
sets, considerably larger numbers of which can also be managed faster than by using the old method. This is implemented
with the aid of a set model, exploiting the basic calculations of Boolean algebra, AND and OR; intersection and union
and NOT; complement, NAND and NOR for the various search condition sets, service categories, and conditional
statements.
[0013] Considerable advantages are gained with the aid of the invention. Because the method is more efficient than
previously, substantially less time is used for identifying the numerous services and their conditional statements, thus
substantially accelerating rating selection. If the time used to select rating is kept to the existing level, a larger set of
service classes can be used.
[0014] In the preferred embodiment of the invention, allowance is made for the fact that generally only a few different
fields of a record are used in the conditional statement of a service and that the same fields are generally used in the
conditional statements of different services. Thus, the conditional statements differ from each other only on the basis of
the reference values of the fields. When applying the invention, it is best to start from the assumption that there are
many reference values, but few fields from which a value is read. Sometimes, however, it is necessary in a conditional
statement to use different numbers of fields of a record, such as a call record, in which case different accuracies must
be applied to the conditional statements. A conditional statement can be used, for example, to identify whether a call is
a local call, a domestic long-distance call, or a foreign call. In such a case, more call-record fields will be used to identify
a foreign call than a local call, because the necessary information about a foreign call includes the country called, the
operator that received the call in the country, and the operator that handled the traffic between the countries. This means
that a conditional statement identifying a foreign call will be generally more accurate than one identifying a local call. It
is therefore worth taking accuracy into account when applying the invention. Because known solutions use lists linked
in one direction, a speed check is possible. When we used Rational Quantify software to investigate the operation of
the solution in practice, more than 90 % of the performance of the program involved string comparisons. In solutions
according to the invention, it is therefore preferable to avoid string comparisons.
[0015] Due to the nature of the invention, its advantages also include independence of technology, form of application,
and equipment manufacturer. Thus the records being processed can be in, for example, an ASCII or TAP3-type data,
file, database, or online-based format. In a file-based format, the data being processed are recorded in a file. In a
database-based format, the values of each record are first recorded in a database and the rater reads the necessary
data from the database. In an online-based format, the rater reads the data in real-time, for example, through a socket
connection, as soon as records arrive at it.
[0016] In the following, the invention is examined with the aid of examples and with reference to the accompanying
drawings.

Figure 1 shows the structure of one record.

Figure 2 shows one known linked list used as a logical structure.

Figure 3 shows the principle of one service-set solution according to the invention, as set operations.

Figure 4 shows the initialization of one logical valid-set table according to the invention, on the basis of a parameter-set
file.

Figure 5 shows one data structure according to the invention for creating a ’Fields’ table, on the basis of the data
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of a parameter-set file.

Figure 6 shows one service identification according to the invention and the creation of field-specific service tables.

Figure 7 shows one service identification according to the invention, in which the service ID used is identified from
a valid-set table.

Figure 8 shows a flow diagram of the initialization of one Fields table according to the invention.

Figure 9 shows a flow diagram of the initialization of one valid-set table according to the invention.

Figure 10 shows a flow diagram of one service identification according to the invention.

Figure 11 shows a flow diagram of another service identification according to the invention.

[0017] The following describes an example of a situation, in which rating selection is required. Other solution models
will be described later. The processing speed has been calculated for each of the most central solutions, the estimation
of which makes it possible to decide which is the best solution to implement in each case. The method according to the
invention can be applied to the processing of different formats. The records can be in different forms while different
format values, such as numerical and symbolic values, are set in the fields, each different format having its own classi-
fication structure, and/or pointers to the classification structures.

RATING, PRICING MODEL, AND ITS USE

[0018] Example 1: The call record has 10 fields, two of which are used for identifying the services used in the call.
The duration of the call is used when calculating the price of the call. The total price corresponding to the services used
is written in the Total Price field.
[0019] The fields used in the identification of the services are:

ASUB - Caller’s number, and BSUB - Recipient’s number

[0020] The other fields are:

DURAT - Duration of call, and PRICE - Total price

[0021] The identification conditions of the services are as follows:

Service A - ASUB = 12345 AND (BSUB = 113 OR BSUB = 114)
Service B - ASUB = 12345 AND BSUB = 112
Service C - ASUB = 12345

[0022] The services have the following prices:

Service A - The service costs r 1.5/minute
Service B - The service costs r 1.2/minute
Service C - The service costs r 0.7/minute

[0023] The pricing model comprises identification conditions and prices of services.
[0024] If the values of the fields in the record are as follows:

ASUB - 12345, BSUB - 112, DURAT - 600 seconds, and PRICE - empty

The identification conditions of service B correspond to the values of the fields of the call record, in which case the price
will be 600 * (1.2 / 60) = 12, which is entered in the record in the PRICE field and the record is moved to the next analysis.
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Example 2: The search algorithm and the data structure are implemented.

The data record records:

[0025] The Service ID, the Initial Date of Validity, the Final Date of Validity, and the Conditional Statement, which
comprises several separate conditions.
[0026] The following requirements apply between the conditions of the conditional statement: There is an AND operator
between the conditions relating to different fields, and an OR operator between the conditions of the same field.
[0027] The following comparisons should be available in the conditions of the conditional statement:

Equal to ( = ), Less than ( < ), and Greater than ( > ). Other comparisons are also possible, such as, Greater than
or equal to ( >= ), Less than or equal to ( <= ), of Not equal to ( != ), Value interval (a < X < b), as are more complex
comparisons, such a regular expression and an extended regular expression.

Service ID:

[0028] The service ID binds the service’s conditional statement and pricing data to each other. The conditional statement
comprises several conditions, which are used to identify the services used in a call that has been made. The pricing
data state what kind of rating should be applied to this service. In this example, the pricing data are not processed.

Service’s conditional statement:

[0029] When initializing the data structure, the conditional statements are read from the parameter-set file, in which
they exist in such a way that the service ID and one condition are on one line. The conditional statement is thus divided
among several lines.

Form of parameter-set file:

[0030]

[0031] This means that Service A1 has been used in the call, if the following conditional statement is true: (ASUB =
123 OR ASUB = 124) AND BSUB = 222.
[0032] Because the conditional statements used to identify services do not exclude each other, but instead several
conditional statements can correspond to a service, the following accuracy principle is used to identify the service:
[0033] The accuracy of the conditional statement, i.e. of the service, is the number of the differently named fields
appearing in the conditional statement. The search is started from the service with the greatest accuracy. The conditional
statements are arranged in order on the basis of accuracy, from the largest to the smallest. Once the conditional statement
corresponding to the values of the fields of the call record has been found, the search is terminated and rating is performed
according to the service corresponding to the conditional statement. If a conditional statement corresponding to the
values of the fields of the call record is not found, the call record is rejected. If several conditional statements corresponding
to the values of the fields of the call record are found, all of which have the same accuracy, the first service in alphanumeric
order, for example, is chosen, and rating is performed according to this service. This accuracy principle is used in the
state of the art and similar accuracy principles can also be applied in the embodiments of the invention.

Example 3: Description of a record

[0034] A record, in this case a call record, is created when a telephone exchange records, in a raw data file, the data
of a call made. The call records are retrieved from the telephone exchange and converted into strings. The analyses
preceding rating read and edit the values in the record. The data required for rating are often added to the record during
the analyses.
[0035] A record is divided into fields of differing length, a field being either in the form of string or numeric. A record

Service ID Valid from Valid until Field Operand Ref. Value
A1 01.01.2002 31.12.2010 ASUB = 123

A1 01.01.2002 31.12.2010 ASUB = 124
A1 01.01.2002 31.12.2010 BSUB = 222
B1 01.01.2002 31.12.2010 ASUB = 456
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ends with a line feed, after which the next record starts. In string-form fields, the value is at the left-hand edge of the
field, there being a space after the value, up to the start of the next field. In numeric fields, the value is at the right-hand
edge of the field while leading zeros precede the value. A name depicting the contents of the field is selected as the
name of the field.

Description of record according to Figure 1

[0036] There are innumerable different types of record, the fields that usually appear in a record being listed in the
example of the figure. Similar names for the commonest fields have become established in the record descriptions of
different exchange suppliers in the following manner. The numbering 101 - 116 is only a technique used when writing
this publication. The fields 101 - 116 actually contain the content shown below, instead of the number.

Known use of linked lists according to Figure 2

[0037] The data structure of the known implementation is based on three linked lists, which are browsed using a
sequential-search-type algorithm. In this solution, the linked lists are browsed until the ID of a service is found, with
conditions corresponding to the values of the fields of the record.
[0038] When constructing the data structure, such as the main-memory structure, the identifying condition of the
services is recorded in the linked lists, for example, so that the service ID is recorded in the ’Services’ list and the name
of the field in the ’Fields’ list and the reference operator and reference value in the ’Rules’ list. In addition, information
concerning the service to which the field belongs, and to which field in the conditions the condition belongs, is recorded
in each field. In this way the services, fields, and conditions are connected to each other. The search algorithms described
have been used in the beginning of this document.

SOME EMBODIMENTS ACCORDING TO THE INVENTION

[0039] Data structures like those described in the following are preferably used to find the correct logical statement
from a large set, in order to reduce the number of string comparisons needed to classify and select a record.
[0040] In a powerful solution of a set of logic expressions it is not possible to examine the truth of all the comparison
conditions and the logical statements. This means that more powerful search/selection methods than sequential search
or the parsing of a logical statement are required. More powerful search methods are, for instance, searches based on
hash tables and searches based on trees, as well as a binary search from a sorted vector or table. Of these, the
implementation selected for more detailed examination is a binary search from an sorted vector, as this is the simplest
to implement. For example, in the C programming language, there are ready functions for sorting a vector, qsort() and
for searching it, bsearch(), nor do the other methods, such as trees or randomization, add very much greater power. In
practice, hash would probably be slightly more powerful than the solution described.
[0041] At least one field-specifically parsed classification structure can be used as the classification structure. There
is reason to make such a complex data structure, in order to evaluate the logical expression using more powerful search
methods. An implementation, in which binary search vectors are used, will be described later in greater detail, but the
method can also be performed using other basic search-data-structure methods.
[0042] In both the known methods and in those according to the invention the following stages are performed:
[0043] Records are received, the fields of which contain values. The record is preferably a record depicting an event
in a telecommunications network. The fields are, for example, fields of the record that depict the duration of a connection
and the volume of data transmitted over the connection. The values are, for example, numerical values depicting the
duration and the volume of data.

101 Exchange ID 109 Recipient’s telephone number

102 Call ID 110 Transmitted telephone number

103 Telephone exchange technology 111 Volume of data transmitted

104 Date and time of start of call 112 Caller’s country code

105 Date and time of end of call 113 Operator code

106 Duration of call 114 Calculated price

107 Answer data 115 Calculated charge

108 Caller’s telephone number 116 Line feed
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[0044] The value contained in at least one predefined field is read from at least one received record, in which case,
for example, the value of the duration of the connection or of the volume of data transmitted is read from a telecommu-
nications network’s event-description record.
[0045] The records are selected on the basis of the classification structure on classes, for example, telecommunica-
tions-network event-description records are selected to price classes, in order to perform rating.
[0046] The following factors characterize the methods according to the invention, compared to the state of the art:
At least one read field is identified and a field-specifically ordered classification structure is selected as the classification
structure corresponding to each identified field.
[0047] This differs from the known method in that in the state of the art the classification structure is arranged class-spe-
cifically, so that the fields defining the class of the received record as a whole are compared in turn with each class,
using a sequential search. In the solutions according to the invention, the classification structure is arranged field-
specifically, so that each field defining the class of the received record corresponds to its own ordered classification
structure, allowing searches to be rapidly performed on the basis of the value of the field.
[0048] The reference value according to the value contained in the field is searched from each selected classification
structure. Thus, one classification structure can be, for example, according to the duration and another classification
structure can be, for example, according to the volume of data transmitted. In the state of the art, on the other hand,
individual comparisons take place against a specific reference value and an answer is received as to whether the value
correspond to the reference value or not. Now the reference value according to the searched value is obtained directly
from the structure, methodically and with few comparisons.
[0049] At least one class according to the conditions of the classification structure and corresponding to the reference
value is read from each classification structure, thus providing a class or a set of classes, for example, from the separate
classification structures, which correspond to the duration of the connection, and a class or set of classes, which corre-
spond to the volume of data transmitted over the connection.
[0050] The record is selected to a class read from a field-specifically ordered classification structure. The class, to
which the record is selected, is selected from the classes obtained from the field-specifically parsed structures, at least
if more than one class has been obtained.

The principle of the service-set solution according to Figure 3, as set operations

[0051] The set model of the solution is based on operations between the service ID sets. The sets are formed on the
basis of the values of the field, in such a way that a set of service IDs is formed for each field. In the field-specific sets
are the IDs of the services, in which the condition of the field used in the conditional statement of the service is true. We
select the ID of the service that appears in all the sets, i.e. its conditional statement is entirely true.
[0052] The model is implemented by applying union between the sets of the field of the OR operation defined in the
accuracy principle and intersection between the field-specific sets of the AND operation. Union and intersection are
depicted in pseudo-code, with the aid of a valid-set table.
[0053] The conditional statements corresponding to the services are as follows:

Service Conditional statement

[0054]

A- Durat > 30
B- Durat > 60 OR Durat = 222
C- Durat > 60 AND Volume > 165
D- Durat > 90
E- Durat > 300 OR Durat = 222
F- Durat = 111 AND Volume < 20
G- Durat = 111 AND Volume > 195
H- Durat = 333 AND Volume < 80
I- Volume > 95
J- Volume < 70

[0055] For example, for the values DURAT = 222 and VOLUME = 170, the following service sets are obtained from
the structure:

* for the condition ’222 > reference value’, the DURAT field’s Operand table DURAT.> gives the service set: {A B
C D}, which is placed in the set set.DURAT
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* for the condition ’222 < reference value’, the DURAT field’s Operand table DURAT.< gives the service set: {},
which is added to the set set.DURAT, using the Union operation
* for the condition ’222 = reference value’, the DURAT field’s Operand table DURAT.= gives the service set: {B E},
which is added to the set set.DURAT, using the Union operation
set.DURAT contains the services: {A B C D E} corresponding to the field’s DURAT value.
* for the condition ’170 > reference value’, the VOLUME field’s Operand table VOLUME.> gives the service set: {C
I}, which is placed in the set set.VOLUME
* for the condition ’170 < reference value’, the VOLUME field’s Operand table VOLUME.< gives the service set: {},
which is added to the set set.VOLUME, using the Union operation
* for the condition ’170 = reference value’, the VOLUME field’s Operand table VOLUME.= gives the service set: {},
which is added to the set set.VOLUME, using the Union operation

set.VOLUME contains the services: {C I} corresponding to the field’s VOLUME value.
[0056] Finally, an Intersection operation is made between the sets of the various fields, which gives the service {A B
C D E} AND {C I} = {C} corresponding to all the fields and which is a valid service.

Valid-set table initialization according to Figure 4

[0057] The use of the following data structure is preferable:
When initializing the data structure the conditional statements are read from the parameter-set file, in which they appear
in such a way that a line has a service ID and one condition. In this way, the conditional statement is divided over several
lines.

Form of the parameter-set file:

[0058]

[0059] The initialization of the data structure is divided into the initialization of a Valid-set table and the initialization of
a Fields table.
[0060] The Service ID is read from the parameter-set file and the number of different fields used in the conditional
statement is calculated and the number is entered in the Accuracy column. There are three columns in the Valid-set table:
[0061] Service ID; Frequency, which tells how many conditions of the service’s conditional statement are true in the
fields of this record; and Accuracy, which tells how many different fields of the call record are used in the service’s
conditional statement (number of AND conditions +1 in the conditional statement).
[0062] The following shows the stages of the method according to Figure 4. Stages 401 - 404 are performed to set
the service in the valid-set table and to set the accuracy according to the accuracy principle.

401) The first line is read from the parameter-set file.
402) The field Service ID ’a’ and the Field ’ASUB,’ are read from the line.
403) The service ID is searched from the Valid-set table - the ID is not found, therefore it is added to the table in its
own Service ID column.
404) The value in the Accuracy column is increased by one.

[0063] Stages 405 - 410 are performed to set suitable service-data accuracy data in the conditional statement of the
parameter-set file.

405) The next line is read from the parameter-set file.
406) The field Service ID ’a’ and the Field ’ASUB’ are read from the line - as both the Service ID and the Field are
the same, move to the next line.
407) The next line is read from the parameter-set file.
408) The field Service ID ’A1’ and the Field ’BSUB’ are read from the line.

Service ID Valid from Valid until Field Operand Reference value
A1 01.01.2002 31.12.2010 ASUB = 123
A1 01.01.2002 31.12.2010 ASUB = 124
A1 01.01.2002 31.12.2010 BSUB = 222
B1 01.01.2002 31.12.2010 ASUB = 456
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409) The service ID is searched from the Valid-set table - the ID is found, therefore the value in the ’Accuracy’
column is increased by one.
410) The next line is read from the parameter-set file and a new start is made from stage 402.

Creation of a Fields table according to Figure 5, on the basis of the data of the parameter-set file:

[0064] The names of the fields are set as the entries of the table and for each field three operand-specific tables are
created, which are greater than, less than, and equal to tables. Thus, each field has its own tree-like structure created.
[0065] The conditions of the service are recorded in the main memory database as follows. The reference value and
the service ID are recorded in the field’s operand-specific table. If the reference value already exists, add the service ID
to the table, separate by a comma. If the service ID is already in the line, the addition is not made.

Algorithm

[0066] The services are numbered in such a way that the service ID is a line number in the valid-set table. By using
this method, we can point directly the line of the desired service in the valid-set table.
[0067] The value of the field and the operand tables of the field are entered in the algorithm. In the identification of the
service, the IDs corresponding to the value of the field are searched from the operand tables. The IDs obtained are
combined in such a way that the multiples of the IDs are removed and the result is a field-specific table corresponding
to the conditions of the field.
[0068] The field-specific tables are reviewed and the frequency of the service ID line of the valid-set table is increased
by one. We select as valid the service with the greatest accuracy and the frequency of which is the same as the accuracy,
i.e. the conditional statement of the service is true.
[0069] In the method according to Figure 5, the following stages are performed. Stages 501 - 508 are performed to
build a field-specific tree-like classification structure for the specified field.

501) The table FIELDS is created.
502) The first line is read from the parameter-set file.
503) The field ’ASUB’ is read from the line and is identified as character type.
504) A entry ASUB is created in the FIELDS table and is set as Character type.
505) An empty operand table ’ASUB.=’ is created, and attached to the entry ASUB of the FIELDS table.
506) The operand ’=’ is read from the line.
507) The reference value ’123’ and the Service ID ’A1’ are read from the line.
508) The value 123 is searched from the reference value column of the operand table ’ASUB.=’ - the value is not
found, so a new line is added to the operand table ’ASUB.=’.

[0070] Stages 509 - 510 are performed to complete the contents of the field-specific tree-like classification structure.

509) The value ’123’ is placed in the reference value column and ’A1’ in the Service ID column.
510) The next line is read from the parameter-set file and the procedure is continued from stage 503.

Service identification and formation of field-specific service tables, according to Figure 6

[0071] The following describes how field-specific service sets are formed on the basis of the values of the record’s fields.
[0072] The following stages are performed in the method according to Figure 6:
[0073] Stages 601 - 610 are performed to identify the first value.

601) The first record is read.
602) The first entry name ASUB is searched from the FIELDS table.
603) The content ’123’ of the field ASUB is read from the record.
604) All lines with a value less than the value ’123’ in the reference value column are searched from the Operand
table ’ASUB.>’. - No such line is found.
605) All lines with a value greater than the value ’123’ in the reference value column are searched from the Operand
table ’ASUB.<’. No such line is found.
606) All lines with the value ’123’ in the reference value column are searched from the Operand table ’ASUB.=’.
607) One such line is found.
608) The Service ID A1 is read from the line ’ASUB.=’ of the Operand table.
609) The Service ID A1 is added to the table Set.ASUB.
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610) If there are any multiples of the service IDs in the table Set.ASUB, these are removed.

[0074] Stages 611 - 619 are performed in order to identify a second value.

611) The next entry name BSUB is retrieved from the FIELDS table.
612) The content ’222’ of the field BSUB is read from the record.
613) All lines with a value less than the value ’222’ in the reference value column are searched from the Operand
table ’BSUB >’. - No such line is found.
614) All lines with a value greater than the value ’222’ in the reference value column are searched from the Operand
table ’BSUB.<’. - No such line is found.
615) All lines with the value ’222’ in the reference value column are searched from the Operand table ’BSUB.=’.
616) One such line is found.
617) The Service ID A1 is read from the line ’BSUB.=’ of the Operand table.
618) The Service ID A1 is added to the table Set.BSUB.
619) If there are any multiples of the service IDs in the table Set.BSUB, these are removed.

[0075] Stage 620 is performed to form field-specific service sets.

620) The value of the next field is read from the record, continuing until the values of all the fields to be processed
have been processed.

Service identification according to Figure 7, in which the ID of the service used is identified from a valid-set table.

[0076] The following stages are performed in the method according to Figure 7:

Stages 701 - 706 are performed to identify the service used from the first set ASUB and to update the frequency of
the valid set.

701) The first service ID ’A1’ of Set.ASUB Service is read.
702) The line corresponding to the Service ID is searched from the Valid-set table.
703) The Frequency of the Valid-set table is increased by one.
704) The Greatest Frequency is set to the value 1.
705) The Valid Service is set to the value ’A1’
706) The next service ID of the Set.ASUB Service is read - not found.

Stages 707 - 710 are performed to identify the service used from the second set BSUB and to update the frequency
of the valid set.

707) The first service ID of Set.BSUB Service is read.
708) The line corresponding to the Service ID is retrieved from the Valid-set table.
709) The Frequency of the Valid-set table is increased by one.
710) The Greatest Frequency is set to the value 2.

Stages 711 - 713 are performed to identify the validity of the service.

711) The Valid Service is set to the value ’A1’.
712) The next service ID of Set.BSUB Service is read - not found.
713) A check is made as to whether the Accuracy and Frequency of Valid Service A1 are equal to each other
- they are, therefore the valid service is A1.

[0077] The following shows the pseudocode of one recommended method according to the invention:

 /* CREATION OF MAIN MEMORY DATABASE: READ RECORD FROM FILE             */
 /* FIELD DESCRIPTION AND CREATE DIFFERENT OPERANDS FOR EACH FIELD      */
 /* CORRESPONDING TABLES, WITH CONDITION REFERENCE VALUE AND SERVICE    */
 /* ID, TO WHICH CONDITION BELONGS */
 /* IN CONDITION ASUB > 120 EXPRESSION FACTORS ARE AS FOLLOWS         */
 /* ASUB - FIELD                                                      */
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 /* > - OPERAND                                                       */
 /* 120 - REFERENCE VALUE                                             */
 CREATE TABLE FIELDS
 WHILE (READ NEXT FIELD B) {
 /* COLUMN TYPE IS NUMERIC OR CHARACTER FIELD     */
 RECORD FIELD B NAME AND TYPE IN TABLE FIELDS
 /* READ CONDITIONS OF THE SERVICES AND RECORD THEM IN GROUPS     */
 WHILE (READ CONDITION OF NEXT SERVICE X) {
 IF (FIELD B USED IN CONDITIONS) {
 /* CREATE GROUPS */
 CASE (OPERAND OF CONDITION) {
 ">" : {
 CREATE TABLE "B.>"
 SEARCH VALUE CORRESPONDING TO REFERENCE VALUE FROM TABLE "B.>"
 IF (NOT FOUND) {
 ADD REFERENCE VALUE AND SERVICE ID TO OWN COLUMNS "B.>" - TABLE
} ELSE {

 ADD SERVICE ID TO "B.>" - TABLE TO LINE CORRESPONDING TO REFERENCE
 VALUE TO BE LAST IN SERVICE ID COLUMN
}

 "<": {
 CREATE TABLE "B.<"
 SEARCH VALUE CORRESPONDING TO REFERENCE VALUE FROM TABLE "B.<"
 IF (NOT FOUND) {
 ADD REFERENCE VALUE AND SERVICE ID TO OWN COLUMNS "B.<" - TABLE
} ELSE {

 ADD SERVICE ID TO "B.<" - TABLE TO LINE CORRESPONDING TO REFERENCE
 VALUE TO BE LAST IN SERVICE ID COLUMN
}
}

 "=" : {
 CREATE TABLE "B.="
 SEARCH VALUE CORRESPONDING TO REFERENCE VALUE FROM TABLE "B.="
 IF (NOT FOUND) {
 ADD REFERENCE VALUE AND SERVICE ID TO OWN COLUMNS "B.=" - TABLE
} ELSE {

 ADD SERVICE ID TO "B.=" TABLE TO LINE CORRESPONDING TO REFERENCE VALUE
 TO BE LAST IN SERVICE ID COLUMN
}
}
}

           TABLE "B.>"
 ARRANGE TABLE "B.>" ON BASIS OF REFERENCE VALUE
 ARRANGE TABLE "B.<" ON BASIS OF REFERENCE VALUE
 ARRANGE TABLE "B.=" ON BASIS OF REFERENCE VALUE
}

 /* CREATION OF MAIN MEMORY DATABASE CONTINUES                             */
 /* CREATE TABLE VALID SET, IN WHICH THERE ARE COLUMNS, SERVICE ID         */
 /* FREQUENCY AND ACCURACY. ACCURACIES OF ALL SERVICES INITIALIZED IN
 TABLE */
 /* I.E. HOW MANY DIFFERENT FIELDS ARE USED IN THE CONDITIONAL STATEMENT
                */
 /* SERVICES READ FROM FILE THE FORM OF WHICH IS */
 /* DESCRIBED IN SECTION 5.1.3 DATA STRUCTURE             */
 INDEX=0
 WHILE ( READ NEXT SERVICE ID X) {
 READ HOW MANY DIFFERENT FIELDS ARE USED IN THE CONDITIONAL STATEMENT OF
 SERVICE X
 /* RECORD ACCURACY */
 PLACE NUMBER IN TABLE VALID SET ON INDEX LINE IN ACCURACY COLUMN
 INDEX = INDEX + 1
}

 /* IDENTIFICATION OF SERVICES OF CALL RECORD */
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 /* FUNCTION SEARCH_SERVICE ()                */
 WHILE (READ NEXT FIELD B AND ITS TYPE FROM FIELDS TABLE) {
 READ VALUE OF FIELD B
 /* TABLE TO WHICH THE VALUE OF FIELD B CORRESPONDS SERVICE IDS
 RECORDED*/
 CREATE FIELD-SPECIFIC TABLE SET."B"
 /* SEARCH SET FROM TABLE I.E. GROUP "B" E.G. USING BINARY SEARCH     */
 SEARCH FROM TABLE "B.>" NEXT LARGER LINE C TO FIELD’S B VALUE
 IF (FOUND) {
 COPY ALL SERVICE IDS FROM TABLE "B,>" FROM LINE C ONWARDS TO TABLE
 SERVICE SET
 SET."B" = SERVICE SET
}

 /* SEARCH SET FROM TABLE I.E. GROUP "B.<" E.G. USING BINARY SEARCH
                                                                       */
 SEARCH FROM TABLE "B.<" NEXT SMALLER LINE C TO FIELD’S B VALUE
 IF (FOUND) {
 COPY ALL SERVICE IDS FROM START OF TABLE "B.<" TO LINE C TO TABLE
 SERVICE SET
 SET."B" = SET."B" OR SERVICE SET
}

 /* SEARCH SET FROM TABLE I.E. GROUP "B.=" E.G. USING BINARY SEARCH
                                                                       */
 SEARCH FROM TABLE "B.=" LINE C CORRESPONDING TO FIELD’S B VALUE
 IF (FOUND) {
 COPY ALL SERVICE IDS FROM LINE C OF TABLE "B.=" TO TABLE SERVICE SET
 SET."B" = SET."B" OR SERVICE SET
}

 REMOVE FROM TABLE SET."B" LINES THAT HAVE THE SAME SERVICE ID
 /* REMINDER FOR IMPLEMENTATION */
 /* IN IMPLEMENTATION WHILE (READ TABLE SET."B" CATEGOR... CAN BE
 INSERTED AT THIS POINT */
}

 /* FIELD-SPECIFIC SET."B" SERVICE ID SETS ARE NOW FORMED     */
 /* PERFORM AND (SET OPERATION INTERSECT) BETWEEN FIELD-SPECIFIC TABLES
                */
 /* FROM WHICH THE RESULT OBTAINED IS THE SERVICE ID THAT IS IN ALL
        */
 /* FIELD-SPECIFIC SETS, IF SUCH IS NOT FOUND SELECT THE ID THAT IS
        */
 /* IN MOST FIELD-SPECIFIC SETS
        */
 /* THE AND OPERATION IS IMPLEMENTED IN SUCH A WAY THAT WE COLLECT
        */
 /* IN THE VALID-SET TABLE THE NUMBERS OF OCCURRENCES I.E. FREQUENCIES
        */
 /* OF THE VARIOUS IDS FROM THE FIELD-SPECIFIC SERVICE ID SETS.
        */
 /* WE SELECT AS VALID THE SERVICE THE FREQUENCY OF WHICH IS GREATEST
 AND THE SAME      */
 /* AS THE ACCURACY OF THE SERVICE                             */
 /* THE TABLE’S VALID SET COLUMNS ARE SERVICE ID, FREQUENCY, AND
        /*
 /* ACCURACY. ACCURACY IS THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENT FIELDS APPEARING IN
 THE CONDITIONAL STATEMENT     */
 EMPTY THE TABLE’S VALID-SET COLUMN FREQUENCY
 GREATEST FREQUENCY = 0
 VALID SERVICE = NULL
 WHILE ( READ NEXT FIELD’S B TABLE SET."B") {
 WHILE ( READ TABLE’S SET."B" SERVICE ID C ) {
 INCREASE THE FREQUENCY D OF THE VALID-SET TABLE LINE C SERVICE ID BY
 ONE
 IF ( SERVICE ID C FREQUENCY D > GREATEST FREQUENCY {
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 GREATEST FREQUENCY = FREQUENCY D OF SERVICE ID C
 VALID SERVICE = SERVICE ID C
}
}
}

 /* THE FIELD-SPECIFIC TABLES SET."B" ARE ARRANGED ALPHANUMERICALLY ON
        */
 /* THE BASIS OF THE SERVICE ID C, IF THERE ARE SEVERAL VALID SERVICES
        */
 /* THEN THE FIRST VALID SERVICE ID IS SELECTED ALPHANUMERICALLY     */
 /* CHECK WHETHER THE FREQUENCY OF THE SERVICE OBTAINED IS EQUAL TO   */
 /* THE ACCURACY OF THE SERVICE’S CONDITIONAL STATEMENT, IF IT IS   */
 /* NOT, SEARCH FROM THE VALID-SET TABLE THE SERVICE THAT HAS THE   */
 /* LARGEST FREQUENCY AND THE FREQUENCY IS THE SAME AS THE ACCURACY   */
 /* OF THE SERVICE */
 IF ( THE FREQUENCY OF THE VALID SERVICE OF THE LINE OF THE VALID-SET
 TABLE < THE ACCURACY OF THE LINE’S VALID SERVICE ) {
 VALID SERVICE = NULL
 /* THE SERVICES ARE IN THE TABLE IN ORDER OF ACCURACY AND ALSO     */
 /* IN ALPHANUMERICAL ORDER FOR THE SAME ACCURACY ->                */
 /* SEARCH THE NEXT SERVICE FOR WHICH THE ACCURACY AND THE FREQUENCY
                                                                    */
 /* ARE THE SAME                                                    */
 WHILE (RETRIEVE NEXT LINE X OF THE VALID-SET TABLE) {
 IF ( FREQUENCY OF VALID-SET TABLE LINE X == ACCURACY OF LINE X ) {
 VALID SERVICE = SERVICE ID OF LINE X OF VALID-SET TABLE
 BREAK
}
}
}

 /* RETURN SERVICE CORRESPONDING TO VALUES OF CALL RECORD FIELDS     */
 RETURN VALID SERVICE

Flow chart 8 Initialization of ’Fields’ table of data structure

[0078] Flow chart definitions:

Y = Name of field (e.g., ASUB, BSUB)
X = Service ID (e.g., A1, B1)

[0079] The following stages are performed in the method. Stages 801 - 806 are performed to initialize the service:

801) The table ’Fields’ is created.
802) The next field is read. If the field is valid move to stage 803. If the field is invalid, move to Figure 9 initialization
of a valid-sets table.
803) The name and type of the fields are recorded in the table ’Fields’.
804) The condition of the next service X is read.
805) Check whether the field Y is used in the condition, if it is move to stage 806, if not move to stage 804.
806) Condition operand menu, from which move to stage 807, 811, or 815, depending on whether the operand is
>, <, or =.

[0080] Stages 807 - 810 are performed to process the greater-than condition.

807) The table "Y.>" is created.
808) A value corresponding to the reference value is searched from table "Y.>", for example, using a binary search
"Y.>". The comment, ’for example, using a binary search’ is also in the pseudocode. In order to be able to use binary
search, an appropriate data structure according to the invention must also be formed for it. The search could also
be, for example, a hash search, but in that case the data structure would be different. It is true that in that case too
the search would be extremely powerful. In other words, this same basic insight of the invention could also be
implemented using a different kind of data structure and search algorithm.
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809) The reference value and the service ID "Y.>" are added to the table.
810) The service ID is added to be the last in the line corresponding to the reference value in the table "Y.>".

[0081] Stages 811 - 814 are performed to process the less-than condition.

811) The table "Y.<" is created.
812) A value corresponding to the reference value is searched from the table, for example, using a binary search "Y.<".
813) The reference value and the service ID are added to the "Y.<" table.
814) The service ID is added to be the last in the line corresponding to the reference value in the table "Y.<".

[0082] Stages 815 - 818 carry out the processing of the equal-to condition.

815) The table "Y.=" is created.
816) A value corresponding to the reference value is searched from the table, for example, using a binary search "Y.=".
817) The reference value and the service ID are added to the "Y.=" table.
818) The service ID is added to be the last in the line corresponding to the reference value in the table "Y.=".

[0083] Stages 819 - 821 are performed to process the table.

819) The table "Y.>" is sorted on the basis of the reference value.
820) The table "Y.<" is sorted on the basis of the reference value.
821) The table "Y.=" is sorted on the basis of the reference value.

Flow chart 9, initialization of the valid-set table of the data structure

[0084] In the method, the following stages are performed. Stages 901 - 905 are performed to define the accuracy of
the condition.

901) Move to the start of the parameter-set file.
902) The next service ID X is read. If the next service is found, move to stage 903, if the next service is not found,
terminate.
903) Calculate how many different fields are used in the conditional statement of service X.
904) The number is placed in the Valid-sets table, in the column ’Accuracy’ of the INDEX line.
905) The value of INDEX is increased by one.

Service identification according to Figures 10 - 11

[0085] The following symbols are used in flow chart 10:

Y = Field name (e.g., ASUB, BSUB)
X = Service ID (e.g., A1, B1).

[0086] In the method, the following stages are performed. Stages 1001 - 1003 are performed to find, from the table,
the position according to the value of field Y of a received record.

1001) At least one record is received, the fields of which contain values. The next field Y and its type are read from
the Fields table, which is a classification structure and the field-specifically ordered classification structure corre-
sponding to field Y is selected. If the next field is found, move to stage 1002. If the next field is not found, move to
Figure 11.
1002) Read the value of field Y from the record.
1003) Create the field-specific table set "Y".

[0087] Stages 1004 - 1008 are performed to search for the service IDs according to the next greatest reference value
to the value of the received record.

1004) The next larger line to the value of the field Y is searched from the table, for example, using a binary search
"Y.>". If the line is found, move to stage 1005. If the line is not found, move to stage 1008.
1005) An empty service-set table is created.
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1006) All the service IDs are copied, from the retrieved line onwards, from table "Y.>" to the service-set table.
1007) All the service IDs, of which zero or several may be found, from the service-set table are recorded in the
Set."Y" table.
1008) The next smaller line than the value of field Y is searched from the table, for example, using a binary search
"Y.<". If the line is found, move to stage 1009. If the line is not found, move to line 1012.

[0088] Stages 1009 - 1012 are performed to search the service IDs according to the next smaller reference value to
the value of the received record.

1009) An empty service-set table is created.
1010) All the service IDs from the start of the table "Y.<" to the retrieved line are copied to the service-set table.
1011) All the service IDs, which may be zero or several, from the service-set table are recorded in the table Set."Y"
1012) The line corresponding to the value of field Y is searched from the table, for example, using a binary search
"Y.=". If a line is found, move to stage 1013. If no line is found, move to stage 1016.

[0089] Stages 1013 - 1016 are performed in order to search the service IDs according to the reference value equal
to the value of the received record.

1013) An empty service-set table is created.
1014) All service IDs from the searched line are copied from the table "Y.=" to the service-set table.
1015) All the service IDs, which may be zero or several, from the service-set table are recorded in the table Set."Y".
1016) Remove from the table Set."Y" all lines with the same service ID.

[0090] In the part of the method according to flow chart 11, the following stages are performed. Stages 1101 - 1102
are formed to reset the monitoring of the appearance frequency and to find the field-specific table to be examined.

1101) The Valid-set table column Frequency is emptied, Greatest frequency = 0, Valid service = NULL, move to
first field.
1102) Read the table Set."Y" of the next field Y.

[0091] Stages 1103 - 1106 are performed to update the found service data into the valid-set table.

1103) The service ID of the table Set."Y" is read.
1104) The service frequency of the Valid-set table is increased by one.
1105) Is the service frequency greater than the Greatest frequency?
1106) Greatest frequency = frequency of service ID, Valid service = Service ID.

[0092] Stages 1107 - 1108 are performed to evaluate the adequacy of the accuracy of the line being examined.

1107) Is the Valid service frequency of the line of the Valid-set table less than its accuracy?
1108) Valid service = NULL.

[0093] Stages 1109 - 1110 are performed to search the line on which the valid service is.

1109) The next line of the Valid-set table is searched.
1110) Is the frequency of the Valid-set table the same as the accuracy of the line?

[0094] Stages 1111 - 1112 are performed in order to searched and return the valid service. 1111) Valid service =
service ID X of the line of the Valid-set table.

1112) Return Valid service.

[0095] Embodiments of the invention, differing from those disclosed above, can also be contemplated. The following
are a few such.

Parsing a conditional statement:

[0096] Each service ID corresponds to a conditional statement, in which there are conditions. Parsing a conditional
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statement is one alternative way to determine which service ID is valid. When parsing, it must be remembered that the
conditional statements must be arranged, according to the accuracy principle, from the most accurate to the least accurate.
[0097] When parsing a conditional statement, the conditional statement is reviewed in such a way that the value
obtained from the record is set for the condition, and an investigation is made as to whether it is true. If the basic operation
AND is read from the expression, the next condition is then read and its possible truth is examined. In the basic operation
OR, there is no need to read the second condition of the operation, if the first condition is true. The order of performing
the conditions and operations can be altered by using brackets in the conditional statement.
[0098] Attempts to accelerate parsing require the conditional statements to be reviewed until a valid conditional state-
ment is found, i.e. on average 50 % of the conditional statements are reviewed for each record. The principle of parsing
is similar to that in the present solution, in which linked lists are reviewed. However, as parsing has only one list, it can
be assumed that the speed will be greater than in the linked-lists solution of the state of the art.

Parsing an equation

[0099] Parsing appears to be slow, but the conditions can be resolved beforehand, by giving a condition the value 1
if it is true and the value 0 if it is untrue. The values are placed in the conditional statements and the AND operations
are converted to multiplications and the OR operations to additions. The conditional statement then becomes an equation,
which can be solved as rapidly as numerical values can be compared. Further, other Boolean/set theory calculations,
such as NOR, XAND, XOR, for example are possible operands.
[0100] The conditions are recorded in a truth-value table in which there are two columns: condition and truth-value.
The truth-values of the conditions are solved as soon as the values of the record have been read. Whether the condition
in question is true or untrue (or 0) is also entered in the same table.
[0101] The implementation is made in such a way that when a conditional statement is parsed, a check is made for
each condition as to whether it is already in the truth-value table, and if it is, then, at this point in the conditional statement,
an indicator is set to the truth-value in the truth-value table. If the condition is not found in the truth-value table, the
condition is added to the truth-value table and an indicator to the truth-value in the truth-value table is set in the conditional
statement.
[0102] Various adaptations of the set model can be made, which apply the same principles as in the solution now
implemented. The following describes some possible adaptations of the use of the principle of the set model.

Wider conditional statement:

[0103] The accuracy principle of the identification of the service is widened so that AND, OR, and NOT operands, as
well as brackets, can be used entirely freely in the conditional statement. The conditional statement is edited in such a
way as to obtain a logically equivalent expression, in which there are no brackets and there are only NOT and NAND
operands. The new conditional statement is recorded in the Fields structure and the algorithm is altered so that the
processing of the Field-specific service tables and the Valid-sets table will take place correctly.

Selection of the most accurate service:

[0104] The accuracy principle of the service identification is altered in such a way that the service with the greatest
frequency is selected as valid, irrespective of whether the frequency is the same as the accuracy of the service. Thus
the service, the conditional statement of which contains the most true conditions, becomes valid. The change is made
in the processing of the Greatest frequency parameter and the Valid-set table.
[0105] In the methods according to the invention, a more powerful, i.e. faster, solution than a logical statement could
also have been implemented with other algorithms and data structures. I.e., for example, using a hash table or some
kind of tree. The methods according to the invention apply the insight that a hit or true can be found from a set of logical
statements, without examining the truth of all of the logical statements in the group. The program, algorithm, and data
structure themselves are only implementations of the aforesaid insight, which could also have been made in other ways.
[0106] The method according to the invention is well suited to application in mediator systems, both prepaid and
postpaid, as well as in convergent systems.
[0107] Concepts: A mediator system is a system separate from a telecommunications network, which is used to monitor
the telecommunications network and perform support operations, such as selecting pricing to event or usage records.

Claims

1. A method for classifying records in a mediator system of a telecommunications network by means of a computer
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program, in which method

- telecommunications network event description records are received, the records containing several fields,
which contain values,
- the values contained in at least two specified fields are read (1002) from each of the received records,
- at least one read field is identified,
- the records are allocated to classes on the basis of a classification structure, and which is characterized in
that for each record:

- a set of suitable classes for each of the read fields, which corresponds to the value read from the field, is
searched (1001, 1004, 1007) from the classification structure, wherein

- a field-specifically ordered classification structure, corresponding to the identified field is selected
(1001),
- a reference value according to the value contained in the field is searched (1004) from the selected
field-specifically ordered classification structure, and
- at least one class, according to the conditions of the classification structure, corresponding to the
reference value is read (1007) from each of the selected field-specifically ordered classification struc-
tures to form a set of suitable classes,

- an intersection set is formed of the sets of suitable classes, the intersection set including more than one
class, each having an accuracy defined on the basis of the number of fields used in the conditional statement
of the class, and
- the class, to which the record is allocated (1112) is selected from the intersection set by selecting the
class with the greatest accuracy, so that the record is allocated (1112) to the class read from the field-
specifically ordered classification structure.

2. A method according to Claim 1, characterized in that

- the sets are formed on the basis of the values of the fields, in such a way that a set of classes is formed for
each field,
- the service IDs, the condition of the field used in the conditional statement of the class of which is true, are
incorporated in the field-specific sets, and
- the class that appears in all of the sets, i.e. whose conditional statement is entirely true, is selected (1111).

3. A method according to Claim 1 or 2, characterized in that the names of the fields are set to form the entries of the
table and for each field at least one operand-specific table according to at least one of the following operands is
created, greater than (>), greater than or equal to (>=), less than <, less than or equal to (<=), equal to (=), and not
equal to (!=) tables, so that a tree-like field-specific classification structure is created for each specified field.

4. A mediator system in a telecommunications network, characterized in that it is adapted to perform a method
according to claim 1.

5. A computer program product, characterized in that it is adapted to perform a method according to claim 1, when
run on a computer.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Klassifizierung von Aufzeichnungen in einem Mediatorsystem eines Telekommunikationsnetzwerkes
mit Hilfe eines Computerprogramms, bei dem

- Telekommunikationsnetzwerkereignisbeschreibungsaufzeichnungen empfangen werden, wobei die Aufzeich-
nungen mehrere Felder enthalten, die Werte enthalten,
- die in mindestens zwei spezifischen Feldern enthaltenen Werte aus jeder der empfangenen Aufzeichnungen
ausgelesen (1002) werden,
- mindestens ein ausgelesenes Feld identifiziert wird,
- die Aufzeichnungen auf der Basis einer Klassifizierungsstruktur Klassen zugewiesen werden, und das dadurch
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gekennzeichnet ist, dass für jede Aufzeichnung:

- eine Menge von geeigneten Klassen für jedes der ausgelesenen Felder, das dem aus dem Feld ausge-
lesenen Wert entspricht, von der Klassifizierungsstruktur durchsucht (1001, 1004, 1007) wird, wobei

- eine feldspezifisch geordnete Klassifizierungsstruktur entsprechend dem identifizierten Feld gewählt
(1001) wird,
- ein Referenzwert gemäß dem in dem Feld enthaltenen Wert aus der gewählten feldspezifisch geord-
neten Klassifizierungsstruktur gesucht (1004) wird, und
- mindestens eine Klasse, gemäß den Bedingungen der Klassifizierungsstruktur, entsprechend dem
Referenzwert aus jeder der gewählten feldspezifisch geordneten Klassifizierungsstrukturen ausgelesen
(1007) wird, um eine Menge geeigneter Klassen zu erhalten,

- eine Schnittmenge aus den Mengen geeigneter Klassen gebildet wird, wobei die Schnittmenge mehr als
eine Klasse enthält, die jeweils eine auf der Basis der in der bedingten Anweisung der Klasse verwendeten
Anzahl von Feldern definierte Genauigkeit aufweisen, und
- die Klasse, der die Aufzeichnung zugewiesen (1112) ist, ausgewählt wird aus der Schnittmenge durch
Wählen der Klasse mit der größten Genauigkeit, sodass die Aufzeichnung der aus der feldspezifisch ge-
ordneten Klassifizierungsstruktur ausgelesenen Klasse zugewiesen (1112) wird.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

- die Mengen auf der Basis der Werte der Felder derart gebildet werden, dass für jedes Feld eine Menge von
Klassen gebildet wird,
- die Dienst-IDs, deren Bedingung des in der bedingten Anweisung verwendeten Feldes der Klasse wahr ist,
in die feldspezifischen Mengen integriert werden, und
- die Klasse, die in allen Mengen erscheint, d.h. deren bedingte Anweisung ganz wahr ist, gewählt (1111) wird.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Namen der Felder eingestellt werden zum
Ausbilden der Einträge der Tabelle und für jedes Feld mindestens eine operandenspezifische Tabelle gemäß min-
destens einem der folgenden Operanden angelegt wird, größer als- (>), größer oder gleich- (>=), kleiner als- (<),
kleiner oder gleich- (<=), gleich- (=) und ungleich- (!) Tabellen, sodass eine baumartige feldspezifische Klassifizie-
rungsstruktur für jedes spezifische Feld erzeugt wird.

4. Mediatorsystem in einem Telekommunikationsnetzwerk, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass es ausgelegt ist zum
Durchführen eines Verfahrens nach Anspruch 1.

5. Computerprogrammprodukt, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass es ausgelegt ist zum Durchführen eines Verfahrens
nach Anspruch 1, wenn es auf einem Computer läuft.

Revendications

1. Procédé de classement d’enregistrements dans un système médiateur d’un réseau de télécommunication au moyen
d’un programme informatique, procédé selon lequel

- des enregistrements de description d’événement dans un réseau de télécommunication sont reçus, les enre-
gistrements contenant plusieurs champs qui contiennent des valeurs,
- les valeurs contenues dans au moins deux champs spécifiés sont lues (1002) dans chacun des enregistrements
reçus,
- au moins un champ lu est identifié,
- les enregistrements sont attribués à des classes sur la base d’une structure de classement,
et procédé caractérisé en ce que, pour chaque enregistrement,
- un ensemble de classes appropriées pour chacun des champs lus, qui correspond à la valeur lue dans le
champ, est recherché (1001, 1004, 1007) dans la structure de classement, c’est-à-dire que :

- une structure de classement ordonnée spécifiquement au champ, correspondant au champ identifié, est
sélectionnée (1001),
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- une valeur de référence selon la valeur contenue dans le champ est recherchée (1004) dans la structure
sélectionnée de classement ordonnée spécifiquement au champ, et
- au moins une classe, selon les conditions de la structure de classement, correspondant à la valeur de
référence est lue (1007) dans chacune des structures sélectionnées de classement ordonnées spécifique-
ment au champ afin de former un ensemble de classes appropriées,

- un ensemble d’intersection est formé des ensembles de classes appropriées, l’ensemble d’intersection incluant
plus d’une classe, chacune ayant une exactitude définie sur la base du nombre de champs utilisés dans l’ins-
truction conditionnelle de la classe, et
- la classe à laquelle l’enregistrement est attribué (1112) est sélectionnée dans l’ensemble d’intersection en
sélectionnant la classe ayant la plus grande exactitude de telle sorte que l’enregistrement est attribué (1112)
à la classe lue dans la structure de classement ordonnée spécifiquement au champ.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que

- les ensembles sont formés sur la base des valeurs des champs de telle sorte qu’un ensemble de classes est
formé pour chaque champ,
- les identificateurs ID de service, dont la condition du champ utilisée dans l’instruction conditionnelle de la
classe est vraie, sont incorporés dans les ensembles spécifiques au champ, et
- la classe qui apparaît dans tous les ensembles, c’est-à-dire celle dont l’instruction conditionnelle est entièrement
vraie, est sélectionnée (1111).

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce que les noms des champs sont choisis pour former les
entrées de la table et, pour chaque champ, au moins une table spécifique à l’opérande selon au moins un des
opérandes suivants est créée, supérieur à (>), supérieur ou égal à (>=), inférieur à (<), inférieur ou égal à (<=), égal
à (=) et différent de (!=), de telle sorte qu’une structure arborescente de classement spécifique au champ est créée
pour chaque champ spécifié.

4. Système médiateur dans un réseau de télécommunication, caractérisé en ce qu’il est conçu pour effectuer un
procédé selon la revendication 1.

5. Produit formant programme informatique, caractérisé en ce qu’il est conçu pour effectuer un procédé selon la
revendication 1 lorsqu’il est exécuté sur un ordinateur.
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